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Abstract 

 
This paper extends an earlier developed system that 
integrates Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and 
Electronic Medical Records (EMR).  A GIS is integrated 
with the EMR system of a major urban medical center. 
The EMR system will be critical for the success of 
applying new technology health care. A spatially-oriented 
EMR is developed to complement specific spatial findings 
for each patient. A spatially-oriented, multilayered data 
model for an EMR is developed using GIS methods. The 
integration of GIS into EMR provides the ability to assess 
and assist in providing real-time healthcare service to 
clients.  The patients that are in the billing system can 
have their address validated and, if valid, geocoded into 
the GIS system so providers can obtain information on the 
patient’s geographic information, such as schools, parks, 
weather, transportation, etc.   

 
1. Introduction 
 
 Geographic Information System (GIS) is a 
special purpose digital database in which a common 
spatial coordinate system is the primary means of 
reference. Comprehensive GIS’s require a means of:                
(1) Data input from maps, aerial photos, satellites, surveys 
and other sources.  (2) Data storage, retrieval and query. 
(3) Data transformation analysis and modeling, including 
spatial statistics. (4) Data reporting such as maps, reports 
and plans. GIS is both a database system with specific 
capabilities for spatially referenced data and a set of 
operations for working with those data.  
 
 A GIS can be defined as a system of hardware, 
software and procedures designed to support the capture, 
management, manipulation, analysis, modeling and 
display of spatially referenced data for solving complex 
planning and management problems.  

 
 With GIS the spatial data are elements that can 
be stored in map form.  These elements correspond to a 
uniquely defined location on the earth’s surface. Spatial 
data contains three basic components: Points, Lines and 
Polygons. Points are single locations in two or three- 
dimensional space (e.g. the dot representing a city on a 
map of the United States). Lines can be isolated within a 

tree structure, or elements of a network structure (e.g. 
river or road systems). Polygons can be isolated, adjacent, 
or nested (e.g. state boundaries or contour lines on a 
map).  
 
 GIS must also be able to handle attribute data. 
Attribute data is the description of spatial data seen on a 
map. For example, a map of Brooklyn, New York, will 
have corresponding “attribute” data that describes it, such 
as elevation numbers, land use designations, and 
boundary information. This information is usually kept in 
a tab form and managed as a normal database so if 
something on the map changes (e.g. city zoning areas), 
the attribute data can be modified and the map will reflect 
the changes.  
 
 As health is largely determined by environmental 
factors (including the socio-cultural and physical 
environment, which vary greatly in space), it always has 
an important environmental and spatial dimension. The 
spatial modeling capacities offered by GIS can help one 
understand the spatial variation in the incidence of 
disease, and its co variation with environmental factors 
and the health care system.  By helping to understand the 
distribution and diffusion of disease and its relationship to 
environmental factors (climate, water quality, sanitation, 
land use, agricultural, and other economic activities, 
immunization rate, etc.), it is of value to etiology, 
epidemiology and medical science in general.   
 
 It is evident that many questions concerning the 
provision of health care are related to space. Health 
problems vary in space and so do the needs of the people. 
Where should health care centers be situated and what 
services should they offer to answer efficiently to the 
needs of populations varying in numbers, densities and 
health problems? These are problems that GIS can help 
resolve with their spatial analysis tools. Maps produced 
by GIS can also be used by health officials as a 
monitoring and evaluation tool, showing the spatial 
distribution and differential evolution are essential parts 
of health programs as well as other programs related to 
development.   
 
 Monitoring and evaluating are essential parts of 
health programs and GIS, by showing the spatial 
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distribution of diseases in space and time facilitates the 
monitoring and appraisal of the effectiveness of health 
programs. GIS is a relatively recent and complex 
technology, which explains why they have not been used 
to their full potential, especially in the health domain 
where they are extremely promising. We are now to a 
point where these possibilities are more clearly seen. 
Hardware and software development has produced 
systems with functions and interfaces which make them 
much easier to use. This is very good news, as GIS can 
certainly be a tool of prime importance to health research 
and education, and in the planning, monitoring, and 
evaluation of health programs.   
 
 Cost-Health care systems in different countries 
face increasingly diverse and complex health problems, 
rapidly growing populations, and severe resource 
constraints. Rational allocation of scarce resources is 
difficult and is dependent on the size of attachment 
populations. Expensive hospital-based health care systems 
are protected by strong vested interests, reorientation is 
mainly rhetorical, and primary health care is making only 
slow progress.   
 
 Several other weaknesses further restrict the 
usefulness of the health information systems. Some highly 
desirable information such as population-based 
epidemiology, service quality data, and socio-cultural 
information is not being collected. Problems also exist in 
the flow of information from the field, including delays, 
non-reporting, non-response, and a generally 
unsatisfactory quality of generated data. Moreover, 
current reporting is largely restricted to acute and brief 
illness episodes in people fit and affluent enough to seek 
care at a health facility.  

 
2. Background  
 
 GIS is a computer-based system for inputting, 
storing, accessing, analyzing and presenting spatially 
referenced data from various sources in the form of maps. 
The GIS can, therefore, create a link between spatial data 
and their related descriptive information. A GIS is a 
combination of hardware (computers, digitizing table, 
scanner, GPS (global position system), plotter, printer and 
so on) and specific software. The input and output of GIS 
is determined by the available databases and the technical 
skills of the staff operating the system.  
 
 GIS can be used not only for automatically 
producing maps, but it is unique in its capacity of 
integration and spatial analysis of multisource data: 
population, topography, hydrology, climate, vegetation 
(satellite pictures), access routes (roads and railways), 
public infrastructure (schools, main drinking water 

supply), and health infrastructure, including 
epidemiological data on diseases.  
 GIS is often misperceived as a sophisticated 
technology, requiring satellite imagery that is often 
inaccessible to developing countries. In reality, GIS 
encloses a wide range of hardware and software covering 
a span of affordability and technical performance. This 
technological diversity offers great flexibility so that it 
can be implemented in most developing countries 
according to their needs.  
 
 Contrast this with a working definition for EMR, 
one given by the Patient Record Institute (USA): “a 
repository for patient information within one health-care 
enterprise (e.g. within one hospital, author’s note) that is 
supported by direct computer input and integrated with 
other information sources”[14].  
 
3. Methodology  
 
Location  

 
 For the medical health professional, New York’s 
urban layout presents various navigational challenges. 
Simply put, at a very basic level, the health professional, 
to be affective, must have the ability to instantaneously 
pinpoint a required location by clicking on the patients 
ID, which associates with their address.  But location 
alone says nothing to the health professional as far as a 
medical profile is concerned. Providing powerful 
information on patients’ background, that is not readily 
available to the health care practitioners. For instance: (1) 
Environmental risk factors, (2) Socioeconomic Status 
(SES) and (3) Access to amenities and services. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Census Bureau Geography 
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Environment 

 
 The US Department of Environmental 
Conservation maintains various air quality-monitoring 
stations throughout the New York Metropolitan area [8a]. 
In New York City, medical practitioners at all levels of 
the health profession encounter various environmental 
difficulties relating to the plying of their profession. By 
calculating the geographic distance from a patient’s geo-
location, the GIS is able to find the nearest monitoring 
station to the patient’s address. With this information air 
quality statistics can subsequently be presented with the 
map, a useful factor for patients with respiratory 
problems.  The air quality data included in this system is 
the PM2.5 data collected by the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC).  This 
data represents particulate matter existing in the air that is 
smaller than 2.5 microns – very small particles that can 
affect everything from lung functions to health of the 
heart [8b, 16].  Hopefully, healthcare providers can use 
this data to better treat patients and prevent health 
problems. 

 
 “Geographic information systems (GIS) provide 
ideal platforms for the convergence of disease-specific 
information and their analyses in relation to population 
settlements, surrounding social and health services and 
the natural environment” [6]. Although this quotation is 
coined in the context of non-urban environments, and 
probably applies to countries whose development level is 
lower than that of the US, we may still extrapolate the 
characterization and apply it to New York City [19]. The 
specific focus of integration differs from that envisaged 
by this work, yet it attests to a frequent pairing of the two 
systems—GIS and health records.  

  
Mapping 

 
 As mapping is an excellent means of 
communication, GIS should be used. It describes different 
methods for monitoring and evaluating community health 
projects including mapping. These maps, show the 
location of houses by number and type, public and private 
buildings, water sources, sanitation, bridges, roads, social 
centers, neighborhood boundaries, health centers, etc. 
which gives participants a wider view of where they are 
living [7]. Maps can help discussion, analysis, decision-
making, management and evaluation. The map also 
allows subsidiary searches, which can locate any indexed 
establishments in the vicinity such as, restaurants, social 
services, parks, libraries and civic institutions.  

 
 
 
 

Mobility   
 
 Information provided by the New York City 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority provides 
information on the availability of modes of transportation 
such as subways and bus routes available to local 
residents as it pertains to the proximity of these services 
to the medical facility (see Figure 2). This information 
serves multiple purposes. First, it assesses the 
accessibility of the facility to these transportation 
services. Second, it’s used to demonstrate how the 
distance from the patient’s residence to the subway station 
or bus route may impact a person’s health in terms of how 
far one may walk to and from these locations in order to 
gain benefits such as cardiovascular and respiratory 
health.  
 
Geocoding   
 
 The first step in Geocoding is to implement an 
address validation API that validates the EMRs’ addresses 
stored in the patient table of the GIS repository system.  
The address validation API will validate each address and 
if any address does not pass validation then the invalid 
address will be stored in separate table that will hold the 
rejected records. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Data Flow Diagram 
 
 The patient table was modified to add the 
longitude, latitude, and GEO_POINT fields. The 
longitude and latitude fields have been designed to store 
the float values returned by the Geocoding API’s and the 
GEO_POINT field will store both the longitude and 
latitude as text in the format of “POINT (-73.956004 
40.682586).”  
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 Two separate API’s were used for Geocoding. 
The first API was the MapPoint Geocoder from Microsoft 
MSDN website. The MapPoint Geocoder API only 
returns a GEOCODE point as a text value; we then 
modified the API to include two separate methods that  
returned separate latitude and longitude values as double 
values, which in turn were stored as float values in the 
relational repository for the GIS application. (SEE 
APPENDIX A to refer to current Geolat and Geolong 
methods added to the MapPoint Geocoder API).  
 
 The second Geocoding API is from Geocoder.us, 
which was used to validate the results from the MapPoint 
Geocoder. The API from Geocoder.us was changed from 
a Windows form style application to a database project 
that returned the latitude, longitude, and GEO_POINT 
values returned by the MapPoint Geocoder API (see 
Figure 3).  
 
 Each Geocoding API built a .dll class, which was 
implemented into the SQL server. Once the .dll was 
implemented, a SQL Server stored procedure executed the 
code from the Geocoder and returned and stored the 
latitude, longitude, and GEOCODE point for each 
corresponding address in the patient table. The procedure 
only ran provided the EMR record had not already been 
Geocoded.  (SEE APPENDIX B for an example of the 
SQL server code to execute the MapPoint Geocoder API).  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Geocoding SQL Procedure 
 

 The geocoder from Geocoder.us can find the 
latitude and longitude of any US address (see Figure 3). 

Geocoder.us was originally designed for geocoding from 
a full street address, but people don't always have all the 
information. Because of this, the geocoder is able to 
locate the zip or city/state combinations without having a 
full address. Geocoder.us supports geocoding to the 
centroid of a ZIP code and a city, state pair. These new 
forms are in BETA status and so far only work with a 
comma separated values form. With the Zip code the 
geocoder will return the centroid of a passed ZIP code. 
Zip codes were designed for mail delivery, not for the 
convenience of geo-spatial programmers, which means 
that they are not the best source of information. The 
city/state pair returns the location based on the GNIS 
(Geographic Names Information Service) location of a 
passed city and state. It uses the populated places data, so 
the idea of a 'city' can be rather stretched. Geocoder.us 
can also calculate the distances between two coordinates, 
Latitude-Longitude to Latitude-Longitude distances and 
Zip Code to Zip Code Distances.    
 
The corresponding Latitude and Longitude returned from 
the MSDN and Geocoder.us functions are compared to 
each other.  If the Latitude from MSDN and the Latitude 
from Geocoder.us, when compared, have a difference 
greater than .005 or the Longitude from MSDN and the 
Longitude from Geocoder.us, when compared, have a 
difference greater than .005 the address is saved in the 
InvalidGeo table of the EMR database for later manual 
verification of the address by the administrator.  
Otherwise the Longitude and Latitude are saved with the 
address into the Patient table of the EMR database.  
Emails are automatically sent to the administrator 
detailing the addresses that have been successfully 
Geocoded and the addresses that have failed the Geocode 
process. 
 
Weather  
 

 
  

Figure 4: Geocoding Analysis 
 

 Geographic Information System (GIS) 
technology is used to geographically map weather 
information against business assets in an automated 
support system (see Figure 4). Weather parameters, that 
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are relevant to the business, are continuously monitored 
and compared to specific thresholds. Automated alerts are 
generated when critical weather thresholds are exceeded. 
These real-time location-based alerts can provide 
dramatically enhanced personal safety, improved logistics 
support, and superior advantage in operating business 
efficiencies relating to weather [17].   
 
 With the introduction of dynamically updating, 
localized weather information into a GIS, the resulting 
weather-enabled decision support systems can support 
much shorter time scales. GIS utilizes frequently updated 
data layers, Internet communications technology for the 
sharing and distribution of the data, and allowing 
involvement of many users of varying experience 
performing simple viewing all the way to conducting 
complex analysis. The merge of weather information with 
GIS provides new and exciting capabilities now being 
realized by businesses to mitigate their weather-related 
risks.  
 
4. Conclusions 
 
 Health care management and the use of health 
information at the local level are restrained by highly 
centralized decision-making processes. Currently, the 
health information technology provisions in the economic 
stimulus bill are making a step toward the goal of nearly 
universal electronic health record adoption over the next 
10 years (compared with the 17 percent today). The 
central feature of the plan is incentive payments for using 
electronic records for improvements in health quality, 
efficiency, prevention and safety [3]. President Obama 
has said that this step is a job creating investment in both 
the present and the future that will improve the quality of 
care and save lives.  This is evident for a number of 
reasons.  Electronic health records make test results more 
readily accessible, which reduces the number of duplicate 
tests that need to be performed.  In addition, process and 
procedure coding is checked and validated against the 
documented medical record to help reduce the likelihood 
that an insurance company will reject a claim.  One 
concern is the high cost of implementation of an EMR 
system. Physicians with small practices will be much less 
likely to have the time or money to install and maintain 
the system [2]. It is unlikely that insurance companies will 
agree to reimburse small medical practices for EMR 
technology.   
 
 This assistance will be realized through monies 
provided via the current economic stimulus package.  A 
total of $20 billion has been allotted to help reach the goal 
of a universal electronic medical records system.  Some 
physicians and experts have expressed concern, however; 
not over the money, but how it will be channeled.  The 
cash flow cannot be distributed without structure in order 

to ensure meeting this goal successfully [2].  With the 
proper monetary distribution and implementation, there is 
potential for the goal to be met.  It should be noted that 
this is especially true in the case of small practices.  These 
practices make up 75 percent of the medical community, 
each consisting of 10 doctors or fewer.  This can be 
accomplished by replicating some of the success found in 
several community projects that have supplied smaller 
practices with installation and technical support, and 
technical training.  
 
 The focus of this work is to embrace the end-
user’s standpoint; therefore, the system should have easily 
utilizable functions, practical relevance for day-to-day use 
(see Figure 5).  In effect, the GIS provides a practical tool 
easily utilizable by all strata of the medical profession. 
Clearly then, the new data sources helps to lead to a 
successful extension of EMR into a GIS system. These 
data sources (demographics, income, water quality, MTA 
data, selected facilities and program sites) provide 
medical staff with tools that allow for further assessment, 
diagnosis, and prevention of both disease, as well as 
existing conditions.  As they pertain to the locale, the data 
sources provide information and insight that could 
potentially change the way the involved medical facilities 
treat patients, potentially lower health care costs, and 
assess presently unforeseen risks to the local community, 
and other communities as treated by various health care 
facilities around the country.  The potential for these 
positive changes become exponential as more data 
sources are added to the application and cross-referenced 
to provide the medical community with a greater 
understanding of the challenges that both the community 
and the facility face.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Web Sequence Diagram 
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APPENDIX A 

 
        [SqlFunction] 
        public static double Geolat(string streetAddress) 
        { 
            double latValue = 0; 
 
            //Define the address specification for MWS 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.Address myAddress = new MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.Address(); 
            myAddress.FormattedAddress = streetAddress; 
 
            //Set the search options 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindOptions myFindOptions = new 
MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindOptions(); 
 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindAddressSpecification findAddressSpec = 
             new MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindAddressSpecification(); 
            findAddressSpec.InputAddress = myAddress; 
            findAddressSpec.Options = myFindOptions; 
            findAddressSpec.DataSourceName = "MapPoint.NA"; 
 
            //Set the ResultMask to include the rooftop geocoding values 
            findAddressSpec.Options.ResultMask = 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.RooftopFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.LatLongFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.EntityFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.MatchDetailsFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.AddressFlag; 
 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResults myFindResults; 
 
            myFindResults = findService.FindAddress(findAddressSpec); 
            if (myFindResults.NumberFound > 0) 
            { 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResult bestResult = myFindResults.Results[0]; 
 
                // Return SQL Server 2008 geography WRT (latitude value) 
                latValue = bestResult.BestViewableLocation.LatLong.Latitude; 
            } 
            return latValue; 
        } 
 
        [SqlFunction] 
        public static double Geolong(string streetAddress) 
        { 
            double longValue = 0; 
 
            //Define the address specification for MWS 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.Address myAddress = new MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.Address(); 
            myAddress.FormattedAddress = streetAddress; 
 
            //Set the search options 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindOptions myFindOptions = new 
MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindOptions(); 
 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindAddressSpecification findAddressSpec = 
             new MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindAddressSpecification(); 
            findAddressSpec.InputAddress = myAddress; 
            findAddressSpec.Options = myFindOptions; 
            findAddressSpec.DataSourceName = "MapPoint.NA"; 
 
            //Set the ResultMask to include the rooftop geocoding values 
            findAddressSpec.Options.ResultMask = 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.RooftopFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.LatLongFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.EntityFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.MatchDetailsFlag | 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResultMask.AddressFlag; 
 
            MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResults myFindResults; 
 
            myFindResults = findService.FindAddress(findAddressSpec); 
            if (myFindResults.NumberFound > 0) 
            { 
                MappointGeocoder.MapPointRef.FindResult bestResult = myFindResults.Results[0]; 
 
                // Return SQL Server 2008 geography WRT (longitude value) 
                longValue = bestResult.BestViewableLocation.LatLong.Longitude; 
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            } 
            return longValue; 
        } 

       
 

 
 

APPENDIX B 
 
-- GEOCODE that adds latitude, longitude, GEO_POINT to the dbo.patient db to any records that do not 
have lat and long defined 
DECLARE @patient_idx int, @patient_lname nvarchar(25), @patient_fname nvarchar(25), @patient_full 
nvarchar(75) 
DECLARE @patient_city nvarchar(25), @patient_zip nvarchar(5), @census_tract decimal(6,2), 
@patient_mapurl nvarchar(255) 
DECLARE @patient_streetno nvarchar(12), @patient_streetname nvarchar(25), @GEO_POINT varchar(50), 
@Latitude float, @Longitude float 
-- This statement prints all records and fills @@ROWCOUNT 
SELECT * FROM  dbo.patient WHERE GEO_POINT IS NULL AND Latitude IS NULL AND Longitude IS NULL AND 
patient_full IS NOT NULL; 
DECLARE @RowCount int; 
SELECT @RowCount = @@ROWCOUNT; 
--PRINT 'The value of Row Count is:  ' + CAST(@RowCount AS varchar(30)); 
DECLARE pacursor11 CURSOR FOR  
 SELECT * FROM dbo.patient OPEN pacursor11  
WHILE @RowCount > 0 
BEGIN 
   FETCH NEXT FROM pacursor11 INTO @patient_idx, @patient_lname, @patient_fname, @patient_full, 
@patient_city, @patient_zip, @census_tract, @patient_mapurl, @patient_streetno, @patient_streetname, 
@GEO_POINT, @Latitude, @Longitude 
   IF @GEO_POINT IS NOT NULL AND @Latitude IS NOT NULL AND @Longitude IS NOT NULL AND @patient_full IS 
NOT NULL 
     FETCH NEXT FROM pacursor11 INTO @patient_idx, @patient_lname, @patient_fname, @patient_full, 
@patient_city, @patient_zip, @census_tract, @patient_mapurl, @patient_streetno, @patient_streetname, 
@GEO_POINT, @Latitude, @Longitude 
   -- This statement gets the geocode for the current record in d 
   IF @GEO_POINT IS NULL AND @Latitude IS NULL AND @Longitude IS NULL AND @patient_full IS NOT NULL 
BEGIN 
     SELECT @GEO_POINT = dbo.geocode(@patient_full + @patient_zip); 
     Update dbo.patient SET GEO_POINT = @GEO_POINT WHERE patient_idx = @patient_idx;  
     SELECT @Latitude = dbo.geolat(@patient_full + @patient_zip); 
     Update dbo.patient SET Latitude = @Latitude WHERE patient_idx = @patient_idx; 
     SELECT @Longitude = dbo.geolong(@patient_full + @patient_zip); 
     Update dbo.patient SET Longitude = @Longitude WHERE patient_idx = @patient_idx; 
     SET @RowCount = @RowCount - 1; 
   END 
END 
CLOSE pacursor11 
DEALLOCATE pacursor11 
go 

 


